Introdticlion: The use of adaptive algorithms is widely spread in several fields of science, from echo cancellation in communications to cardiology measures in medicine [I-31. The least mean squares ELECTRONKS LE7XRS 72th September 2002 1 (LMS) algorithm could be considered the most common one; it is based on the minimisation of a quadratic cost function using the stecpest descent method. Other algorithms, e.g. the recursive least squares (RLS) algorithm, impose a least squares condition. In both cases, the algorithm leads to a system of linear equations, where the coefficients bear the information of the statistics of the problem. The RLS algorithm only is able to solve systems of equations with square matrices involving second-order statistics. To include the properties and the information provided by higher-order statistics (HOS) e.g. Gaussian noise insensitivity and phase information, the recursive instrumental variable algorithm (RIV) was denved from RLS. However, these algorithms are not valid if overdetermined systems are to be solved. For this purpose the ORlValgonthm and its variants (as in [I] ) has to be used. Overdetermined systems ofequations based an HOS appear, for examplc, in the problem of blind identification of MA systems [2] . In this Letter, a new system of equations relating the coefficients of an MA model using the higher-order statistics of the output is derived and its resolution via ORIV is compared with another system of cquations based on mixed statistics (second-and third-order). The most important property of the proposed adaptive algorithm is that it provides an estimate for every instant of time using all the information up to that time with better behaviour in terms of mean square deviation in noisy environments.
Prohiem and pmposed method: The problem of identifing an MA channel only from output measurements, probably corrupted by addilive Gaussian noise of unknown power SpeclNm, is considered. The data available is y(n)=x(n)+v(n), where v(n) is an additive Gaussian noise, independent of the input x(n), and x(n) is the output of an MA channel of order q defined as: (2) which for the special case where k = 4, i3 = r2 = 0 and il is replaced by i, i j , takes the form
Multiplying bath sides by h'(j) and taking summation on; leads to
In (4) thc sumation aver; in the left-hand side can be replaced by a third-order cumulant and using the symmehV Drowrties of cumulants. we can get the desired expression
with -q 5 m 5 2q where for notational simplicity the following identities are assumed: for system (6). From these, estimates of the coefficients can be easily obtained.
Simulations results: Two set of simulations have been carried out: the first studies the ability of the method for tracking time-varying systems; the second studies the influence of additive Gaussian noise on the estimates. In either case, the coefficients of the MA model are obtained using the proposed system of equation ( 5 ) combining thirdand fourth-order statistics and solved via the ORlV algorithm; this method is named ORIV53C4. To compare the goodness of the behaviour of the proposed method, the system of equation (6) is also solved bv the same algorithm (ORIV) and this method is called Figure, both methods suitably track the parameter evolution of the time-varying system. The method ORIV-CZC3 is fasta to track the m e evolution ofthe parameter, i.e. it is faster to evolve linearly and therefore it has a smaller convergence time. The reason for this is that it requires less data to estimate the second-order statistics than higher-order statistics and therefore ORIVX2C3 convergence is quicker. -'-ORIV-cZC3
However this behaviour changes when noise is added to the output as is studied in the second set of simulations. To study the influence of additive Gaussian noise on the estimates, the estimates for the nonminimun phase model MA(2)=[1 -1.1314 0.641)0] are presented in Tables 1 and 2 for different signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs), for ORIV-C3C4 and ORIV-CZC3, respectively. The SNR. is defined as the variance of the signal x(n) divided by the varianoe of the noise v(n) in dB. From the results shown in Tables 1 and 2 it is clear that both methods correctly identify non-minimun phase riystems, one of the properties of the cumulants. The results that each method gives are directly related to the statistics on which they are based. As SNR decreases, the variance of the estimators of the third-and foutth-order cumulants increases, but they keep unbiased. The second-order cumulant-based estimates not only increase their variance but also become more and more biased. This is oanslated to the estimates (Tables 1 and 2 ) in the following ways. The estimates of ORlVU23C4 increase their variance as SNR increases but they are unbiased; this is m e even up to O d B . The estimates of ORlV-CZC3 have bigger variance for lower SNR and are biased even at 10 dB. In general, the method based only on HOS shows less dependency on S N R than the one with second-and third-order statistics (Fig. 2) . Although O W -CZC3 converges more quickly than ORIV-C3C4 ibecause it needs less data to obtain good estimates of second-and third-order cumulants than for third-and fourth-order ones), it gives worse results for SNR 5 IO dB. 
Conclusion:
The symmetries derived from the proposed equation allows use of iterative algorithms like ORIV to estimate system parameters. For SNR 5 10 dB, the proposed mcthod ORIVX3C4 is preferred compared to methods using second-order statistics because it gives better estimates of the model parameters.
Modifier formula on mean square convergence of LMS algorithm
Yuantao Gu, Kun Tang, Huijuan Cui and Wen Du
In describing the mean square convergence of the LMS algonthm, the update formula based on independence assumption will bring explicit mors. especially when step-size is large. A modifier formula that describes the convergence well, is proposed. Simulations suppon the proposed formula in different conditions.
Introduction:
The LMS algorithm has widespread use in many applications [I] . Convergence analysis on LMS has been researched in detail for many yean. Independence theory, which may be traced back 10 Widrow and Mazo in the 197Os, is a powerful tool to perform the analysis, for the deduction can be simplified greatly by assuming no independence existing between the filter coefficient error and the input vector. The disadvantage of independence assumption is obvious. Though it figures out the steady-state mean square error (MSE) exactly, it loses accuracy while describing the convergence process. Especially when a larger step:size is used to accelerate the convergence, the difference between theory and experiment becomes more obvious. In this LeFter, we propose a modifier formula, which describes the MSE convergence well.
Modifier formula: Based on LMS criterion, the update of filter coefficient vector w(n) is (1)
where r(n) is the input vector, p is the step-size, and e(") is the cstimation error:
where c is the unknown &stem coefficient (without specification, the vectors in this Letter are 'all N length), v(n) is the additive noise in observation. We define the filter coefficient error as g(n)*-w(n) -c. Using ( I ) and (Z), we get the update equation of filter error
where A(n) = I -px(n)xT@), b(n) = pv(n)x(n) Independence theory assumes the input vector x(l), ~( 2 ) .
. . . , x(n)
are statistically independent and draws a conclusion that independence also exists between g(n) and x(n). This assumption decreases the complexity in analysing (3) 
where
Notice that E(A'(n)A(n)} =BI; while in most applications, a(") is a successive vector, which means that the oldest N -I samples of r(n) are identical with the newest N-I samples of x(n -1). Therefore the independence assumption is far-fetched, which lead to a large ermr existing in predicting the convergence using (4). We propose a modifier formula to make the prediction more accurate:
where ( 
This modifier formula describes the convergence more accurately than the original one does, especially when N ? 64.
Explanarion:
We can rewrite MSE without recursion Elllg(n+ 1)11*1=.(.)+t(n, l ) + t ( n , 2 ) + ' --
s(n)Pgr(I)E(AP(I) ... AT(n)A(n)...A(l))g(l)
(11)
tln,j)AE(br(j)A'(j+ I)...A'(n)A(n).-A(j+ I)b(j)J (12)
With independence assumptian, the following relation is deduced
However, with its definition, we know A(n) and A(m) are correlated while Im-nl<N. Therefore (13) will produce a large error because Ar(n)A(n) inside the expectation of the matrix multiplication series (both in (1 1) and (12)) is extracted. The expectation is obtained first, which is why (4) loses accuracy. However with this hypothesis, we can still presume that the relation behueen s(n) and s(n -1) is closely connected with P. In addition, we consider that the relation between t(n, j ) and c(n -I,,> is very similar to that between s(n) and s(n ~ I).
We then speculate the fallowing assumption:
where f is a modifier consfant, and k,(n) and k,(n, 1) are modifier vaiables. Though no analytical explanation can he provided, we still take it for granted that the error produced by (14) is smaller than that by (13). Using (14) in (IO) we get Eflls(n + l)ll'l = f B E M~) l l ' l + + k (15) where ksk,(n) + C;z:kln,]].
Since the original formula (4) predicts the steady state MSE well, we force (15) to have the same steady-state MSE as (4). We then get k = (((I -fl)/(l -B)) -I)?. Therefore (6) is the immediate outcome, while the specific smcture of (7) and the parameters of (9) are got experientially. What is remarkable is that p' in (X), called relative stepsize, is defined to remove the influence o f N and a :
, and it will he used instead of p in the following Section.
Simulorion; In each special experiment, 10 unknown system responses arc modelled by 50 input series separately. Each system response is an Npoints random vector, and IICI/~= 1, while the input series is i.i.d. Gaussian random signal, and c : = I . We average all of these 500 shldy curves as the experimental curve, which is denoted by E@). Conversely, the theoretical curve updated with (4) is denoted by E,@) and that updated with (6) by Ez(n). The mean error and maximum error between the experiment and the theory are defined
